Bildungsmarkt MediaLab
The MediaLab resides at the “Department of European and pilot projects” of the
organisation Bildungsmarkt. Our mission is to develop perspectives for people and
companies.
Our MediaLab is first of all a place in the frame of education. It has foremost an educational
mission.
The special setting is “Vocational Education and Training". The use of digital media-rich
methods does not play a big role so far in this setting - not only at our organisation. We try
to change this and by implementing our MediaLab we initiate the chance of examples for the
other departments of our organisation and interested multipliers. Examples on how to use
digital media tools to deliver educational content in a smart and modern way. But it is not
only on the usage of smart and modern digital tools. It is on the importance to use a
different cultural technique. With cultural techniques – like reading for example – we shape
our view of the world. The book we read obviously has an effect on this view, so do the
other media we use. Those present in a MediaLab produce an influence on society and thus
back on themselves. This has a lot to do with the term Transfer which we chose being one in
the glossary.
We delivered 4 terms for the glossary which we found important. These terms are:
Medienkompetenz, Album, Transfer and Raum. The prototype of our MediaLab reflects
these important terms accordingly.
So our MediaLab has no physical walls, but consists of a space – a Raum. This space is a
digital online platform in the cloud. The cloud in fact is a hardware NAS Server “Synology
DS216+ II” which functions can be expanded by installing apps. The apps in fact are different
kinds of software packets or software solutions which can also be found on a normal
webserver. It is important that we rely on self-hosted solutions. We do not want to promote
solutions which belong to Software as a Service (SaaS) or even free externally-hosted
solutions whose only intention is to collect data.
Our platform not only offers software solutions. It has also a function of another of our
important terms: Album. The platform is also a storage for files. These files can be mediarich.
This storage function is important when it comes to the purposes of our MediaLab.
One of the purposes is that we need to implement a culture of sharing and remix in our
organisation across all its parts.
In educational organisations the employee fluctuation for example is high. There are regular
members of staff and freelancers. So there is not only a mainstream brain drain, but also a
tool drain. The teachers, trainers and pedagogues often use their own multimedia and digital
toolkit which can be of custom-fit quality for the purpose and the target-group. But no one
else can benefit of this toolkit because when the trainer is gone the toolkit is also gone.
In the good practice of Open Educational Resources (OER), our MediaLab offers the platform
to share proven tools, toolkits and methods. One can imagine that it needs caution and
awareness to establish a platform that also supports the sharing of digital and therefore lossless material even when copied from copies.

